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The “Ys World”
Ensures Gender-equality, ends Racism, improves Mental Health

and compensates competitive capabilities by using Natural
Law as the arbiter — rather than Contemporary PC Culture.

The Ys World is delineated by extrapolating Principles from the
“Science” involved in being a Human Being living in the USA today.

Mother Nature endorses Natural Laws (aka: Science) and doesn’t see
Culture / Color / Consequences. Mother Nature sees Species, algorithms
and anomalies. We “Modern Humans” are homo sapiens, sapiens in
extant. In “extant” means the last of our kind. How does our species
replace those who die-off? Gender-based reproduction and collaborative
self-sufficiency.

Einstein said, “Keep it simple, but not too simple.” This is our “simple”
version of — “What we are as a species” that supports “What we can
become as individual Human Beings”. A Ys perspective.

A male-produced sperm fertilizes a female-produced egg with either an
x-chromosome or a y-chromosome. That chromosome causes the egg to
form “x dominant” or “y dominant” DNA. The DNA then builds a
Genetic Profile. The Genetic Profile builds a prescribed Human Physique
with appropriate Physiological operating/functional/maintenance
systems. Our Physiological Systems supply the components for our
Human Intellect. Therefore — Physique, Physiology and Intellect (PPI)
are the primary components of unique members of the species homo
sapiens, sapiens in extant.

By applying these rudiments of Biological Science — we can define,
measure and compare our inherent Human aptitudes, capabilities and
competencies, and optimize our intellectual capabilities. The behavior
that results from our PPI is initiated by our “Attitude”. Attitude results
from our Perspectives of our immediate situation/circumstance relative
to perceived sensory perceptions of Reality, tempered on the anvil of
unique experience — relative to our immediate situation, circumstance
and consequences. Our Attitudes reflect our preparations/interpretations
and are ours alone. Attitudes are exercises in FREE WILL. You can be an
optimist, a pessimist (aka: realist) or a pragmatic scientist. Pragmatic
Science is the Ys Way.

Only Science and optimizing intellectual capabilities can substantively
contradict U.S. PC “Critical Thinking” Culture and protect those who
have been “cast aside” or locked-out by the subscribers to America’s
20th Century PC Culture and its Conventional Wisdom. Those who can
adapt-to/adopt the realities of the 21st Century’s Automated Ys World
workforce/workplace/workspace and Pragmatic Principles can pass U.S.
College grads and move to the front of the Top-Tier employment line —
and personally survive and thrive, while enjoying a well-paying job
with a future.
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